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Recently retired Henry Muller was appoint-
ed Director, Communications-Electronics Re-
search, Development and Engineering Center 
(CERDEC) on March 22, 2015. As Director, 
he was responsible for establishing CERDEC’s 
comprehensive Science and Technology Port-
folio providing strategic program formulation 
guidance involving short-and-long-range goals 
utilizing existing and anticipated state-of-the-
art advances in communications, mission com-
mand, sensors, electronic warfare, intelligence 
and countermeasure equipment and services. 
CERDEC programs encompass technology 
thrusts in mission command; communications; 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
(ISR) technologies; and systems in various stag-
es of the life cycle model. In addition to the cen-
ter’s Science and Technology mission, he also 
oversaw its engineering support and services 
provided to the Acquisition Program Executive 
Offices, Life Cycle Management Commands, 
and other DOD and Federal customers.

Prior to this appointment, Muller served as the Di-
rector of the CERDEC’s Intelligence and Information 
Warfare Directorate (I2WD). As Director, he had re-
sponsibility for providing signals intelligence, electron-
ic warfare, measurement and signature intelligence, 
information operations, intelligence dissemination/
fusion and quick-reaction capabilities through the re-
search and development of intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance systems in acquisition support to 
the U.S. Army.

He entered the Senior Executive Service in No-
vember 2008 when he was appointed Director of the 
CERDEC’s Space and Terrestrial Communications Di-
rectorate (S&TCD), in which he served until January, 
2012. Prior to that he served as the CERDEC’s Associ-
ate Director from June, 2004 to November, 2008 and as 
Chief of the Information Operations of the CERDEC 
I2WD from August, 2002 to June, 2004.

Muller holds a Bachelor of Science in Aerospace En-
gineering from the NYU Polytechnic Institute, Brook-
lyn and a Master of Science in Management of Tech-
nology from Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, 
NJ. He was inducted to the InfoAge Wall of Honor in 
2017 for his work in Airborne Signals Intelligence.
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